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Birdtown Madison 
Design Team and Support 

Th e TLCI Support Team 
This is a Transportation for Livable Communities 
Initiative (TLCI) Book. Th e design team would like 
to extend their  thanks to all who have assisted with 
their support, ideas, and input during the course of 
the study. Special thanks are due to:

NorthEast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency

Mayor Edward Fitzgerald
City of Lakewood

Nathan Kelly 
Director of Planning
City of Lakewood

Dru Siley
Assistant Director of Planning
City of Lakewood

Lakewood Planning Commission

Friends of Madison Park 
Michael Fleenor

Madison Avenue Merchants Association
Mel Page

Mary Louis Madigan, Councilperson 

Th e Great Residents of Birdtown-East Madison 

Th e Design Team

Dimit Architects: 
Lakewood-based architectural fi rm, team coordinator, and
project lead  

Manka Design Studio: 
Public artist and urban designer

J Creative: 
Lakewood-based placemaking and branding fi rm

McKnight And Associates: 
Landscape architect

Studio Graphique: 
Environmental graphics designers and wayfi nding specialists

Ann Davis
Fundraising specialist
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Birdtown Madison 
Purpose Statement

Purpose and Needs Statement
Many inner ring suburbs like the City of Lakewood are garnering 
new interest and investment from people of many demographics as 
the perfect place to start a professional life, raise a family, or retire.  
Lakewood’s dense, mixed-use walkable layout and commitment to 
innovative thinking in planning and transportation are at the core 
of this renewed interest in a healthy city and its neighborhood’s, 
including Birdtown.

Th e Birdtown neighborhood on the city’s Eastern border is a 
particularly interesting area, as it is a living remnant of a by-
gone idea, the factory town.  Th e remarkable mix of religious 
institutions, architectural styles, and ethnic eateries remains intact, 
showcasing the cultural diversity of the neighborhood.  Th ere 
are many assets to build on in the neighborhood, but decades 
of un-targeted redevelopment and disinvestment have left holes 
in the urban fabric.  Planning meaningful interventions such as 
streetscape improvements, pedestrian and cycling amenities, and 
neighborhood identity and enhancement strategies will re-knit the 
neighborhood together to create a cohesive urban neighborhood in 
which the residents take ownership of the public spaces and pride 
in their homes and places of business.

Investment in roadway and infrastructure improvements provide 
the perfect opportunity to re-examine historic neighborhoods like 
Birdtown to explore ways to leverage basic service upgrades with 
strategic investments that will build on the cultural aspects of the 
area and enhance the corridor.  Th e TLCI process provides the 
framework to study the existing neighborhood assets, drawbacks, and 
neighborhood conditions to eff ectively recommend improvements 
that will have the best benefi ts for the community.
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Birdtown Madison
Strategy

Birdtown Madison: Introduction 
Th e historic Birdtown-East Madison neighborhood is one of Northeast 
Ohio’s truly unique districts. Located in the southeast corner of Lakewood, 
Birdtown derives its name from the bird-named streets (Th rush, Quail, Lark, 
Robin) that form the heart of the neighborhood. Th ese streets are punctuated 
by numerous wonderful churches, many with Eastern European heritage 
and traditions.  A rich history can be sensed in these streets, as evident in 
the eclectic homes that line them. Sculpted stone, colorful mosaics, and 
golden domes have provided a rich backdrop for generations of working 
families. Originally built as a Union Carbide company town, the Birdtown 
neighborhood serves as a diverse and aff ordable homeplace for many long-
term residents, working families, range of ethic groups, and retirees.

Th e Birdtown East Madison neighborhood has some enviable assets. Th ere 
is an urban “bone structure” of a very liveable neighborhood.  Madison 
Avenue has enormous potential to become a pronounced bicycle and 
pedestrian-friendly corridor. Madison Park is spacious and well-used, and 
the neighborhood is within walking distance of transit, schools, retail, and 
recreation. Community gardens have sprouted on empty lots. Artists and 
craftspeople have populated previously-vacant residential units, and the 
historic Lake Erie Screw Factory is currently a vibrant incubator space for the 
arts. Th ere is a lot of good stuff  to work with and to improve on.
Neighborhood Assets:
• Walkable 
• Aff ordable
• Great access to public transit
• Great green park space and amenities
• Potential for a pronounced bicycling route and throughout the neighborhood
• Solid historic architecture, churches, and retail shops
• Rich and varied mix of housing opportunities
• A growing artist community 

 

Resident Driven Design Development 
Th e actionable design ideas for this conceptual Community Plan were 
developed  over three public meetings with the invested input from residents, 
stakeholders, and planning experts. Together there was an objective to 
identity what can be improved on immediately. Our funding specialist was 
then tasked to identify the potential funding streams. While there are many 
Birdtown Madison assets to build on, there are also liabilities that require 
attention.

• Safe Neighborhood Roadways -- Th e traffi  c on the narrower residential 
streets is calm, making for a safer conditions for the many children who 
walk about or ride their bike. Motorists are compelled to drive cautiously. 
However, at Madison Avenue the roadway confi guration can be confusing 
for motorists. Th ere is onstreet parking on the curbsides and two shoehorned 
lanes each way. A clearly striped one lane each way with a generous bike lane 
is desired for further traffi  c calming, with easier crossing for pedestrians and 
cyclists. At the East and West gateways of the district, there are oversized 
roadways which can benefi t from a planted median. Th ese traffi  c medians 
will create calmer traffi  c conditions for motorists and pedestrians.
• Walkability -- the residents resoundingly love to walk their neighborhood. 
However, they pointed out that sidewalks are old and uneven. Sometimes 
too narrow and other times too wide with no amenities. Th e crosswalks are 
minimal. Th ere are very few public places to stop and sit, or lock bicycles. 
• Wayfi nding -- Many of the assets of the community are tucked away, going 
undiscovered by non-residents. Stronger wayfi nding and neighborhood 
branding would help draw attention to the neighborhood assets and call 
attention to the pedestrian nature of the street. Clear unifi ed signage will 
benefi t motorist to make for a safer condition all around.
• Potential for a great Bicycling Neighborhood -- Bicycles abound in the 
district but there is little amenity to support this activity. Bike racks and bike 
lanes are nonexistent. Signage to alert drivers is nonexistent.Current roadway 
confi guration accomodates bicycles in a confusing fashion. A safer condition 
for cycling is desired.
• Access to Public Transit -- For most of Birdtown it is a fi ve minute walk 
to the new station RTA at W117 and Madison. However, the wide crossing 
at W117 can be challenging due to heavy traffi  c and several wide lanes.  
Improved crosswalks are desired. Transit amenity on Madison is weak overall, 
as is the transit service. An improved transit waiting environment is desired 
at the various stops along Madison. 

Neighborhood Goals 
With the assets and liabilities of the neighborhood clear, the following goals 
were deemed most important: 
1. Create a safer district for pedestrians and cyclists
2. Improve connections to transit and the transit waiting experience.
3. Improve streetscape conditions for pedestrians
4. Increase and improve ammenities (seating, bike racks, etc.)
5. Add useful and artful signage and wayfi nding
6. Make Madison Park more useful and attractive
7. Reinforce the cultural identity of the neighborhood
8. Build a stronger sense of place for the neighborhood 
9. Concentrate on healthy living and connection to nature
10. Connect residents to the history of the neighborhood

• Green Park Space -- Madison Park is well used by the residents. However 
more places to sit, bicycle parking, expansion of the community garden and 
an overall face lift is desired. Other community concerns are the lack of edge 
fences that block the view to adjacent residential back yards, fi eld lighting 
is misdirected in some places, and a mid-block connection to the park is 
desired. Parking lot Bioswales are desired.
• Aff ordability -- Th ere are bargain opportunities throughout the district for 
business and residential. However, there are several distressed properties in 
need of investment to better contribute to the street ambiance.
• Solid Historic Architecture -- many of the great churches could open 
themselves up to the community in a concerted eff ort to become a better 
used resource. 
• Rich and varied mix of Housing Opportunities -- the texture and scale 
of the residential streets is beloved by the residents. New development should 
contribute to this ambiance, even replacing some worn out buildings.
• Retail on Madison -- While there is a good range of restaurant, offi  ce 
and bars; the street once had all the shopping needs. More shop diversity is 
wanted by the community.
• Growing Artist Community -- Drawn by the aff ordable spaces, this group 
of resident should be fostered further.  
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Birdtown Madison 
Funding Menu

• Th e Perkins Charitable Foundation, animals/wildlife, preservation/protection, 
environment/natural resources, historic preservation

• Th e South Waite Foundation, botanical/horticulture, landscape services, 
environment/natural resources

• Th e S.K. Wellman Foundation, animals/wildlife, environment/natural 
resources

Th e C. Walder Parke Family Foundation, Botanical/horticulture/landscape 
services, Elementary/secondary education, Historical activities 

Government
• GRTCA Transit Waiting Environments Program
• City of Lakewood
• ODOT Transportation Enhancements Program
• U.S. Department of Transportation: Kucinich, Detroit Avenue Public 

Right-of-Way Improvements grant, issued by the Federal Highway 
Administration (http://downtownlakewood.blogspot.com/2009/06/
streetscape-improvement-funding.html)

• Th e Conservation Fund: REX East Migratory Bird Account – Ohio
• Audobon Ohio 

Corporate Lakewood
• Graftech
• PNC, Key, FirstMerit, Huntington, Charter One
• Howard Hanna
• Malley’s

•  Helen Trimble Trust, animals/wildlife, sanctuary (pre-selected)
• John P. Murphy Foundation, community/economic development, 

historical preservation
• Neighborhood Progress Inc, physical development projects with CDCs, 

community/economic development
• Th e O’Neill Brothers Foundation, community/economic development, 

environment, natural resources, education
• Plain Dealer Charities, Inc., community/economic development, public 

health
• Saint Luke’s Foundation of Cleveland, Ohio, community/economic 

development
• Th e Sears-Swetland Family Foundation, community/economic development, 

environment, arts
• Helen & Louis Stolier Family Foundation, community/economic 

development, animal welfare, youth
• Th e Fairfax Foundation, environment/natural resources, education
• Th e Foster Family Foundation, environment/natural resources, botanical 

gardens
• Haskell Fund, animals/wildlife, preservation/protection, environment/natural 

resources
• Th e Louise H. and David S. Ingalls Foundation, Inc., environment, natural 

resources, historic preservation
• Th e Orvis-Perkins Foundation, animals/wildlife, preservation/protection, 

environment/natural resources, historic preservation

Foundation Centers
• Th e Bonne Bell Foundation, education, youth, recreation
• Focus Foundation, agriculture
• Grossi Family Foundation, Boy scouts, children, services
• Robert F. Heran, Jr. and Jean S. Heran Charitable Foundation, Inc., 

animal welfare
• Th e Nicholson Foundation, botanical gardens, education (pre-selected 

John C. Wasmer, Jr.)
• Th e Scott & Fetzer Foundation, economic development, education, 

aging centers
• Th e One Candle Foundation, environment, natural resources (pre-

selected Grossman)
• Th e Banks Baldwin Foundation, community/economic development, 

education
• Katherine & Lee Chilcote Foundation, arts, community development, 

neighborhood development, economic development, media
• Th e Cleveland Colectivo, community development, neighborhood 

development, economic development, environment, natural resources, 
urban development

• Th e Cyrus Eaton Foundation, community/economic development, 
environment, natural resources, public aff airs

• Th e Eaton Charitable Fund, community development
• Ferro Foundation, community/economic development, capital 

campaigns
• Th e Higley Fund, community/economic development, environment

1) Transit Choices and Safer Streets: calming car traffi  c, improving connections to mass transit, 
and creating safe bicycling conditions.
2) Ecological Health: Preserving nature, recreating eco-systems, fostering the education and 
interaction with natural systems. 
3) Community Health: Creating walkable streets, public places to sit and enjoy. connecting each 
other in public spaces creates a safe sense of community. 
4) Economic Health: Start-up funding for vacant spaces, physical storefront improvements to foster 
economic development. Clear branding of the district.
5) Personal Health: promoting smarter diet, whole food sources and community gardening, as well 
as an active lifestyles such as walking and bike the neighborhood safely.

All of the designs within this book aim to improve the overall health and livability of the Madison 
Birdtown community. Th ese design choices will act as examplars for the surrounding Lakewood and 
Cleveland communities. 

Next Steps
Present projects to the community relations arms of the corporations. 

Prepare overall project presentations on a case-by-case basis for foundations. 

Break down the projects to fi gure who would be most likely to fund what based on corporate or institutional roles and “sell” the 
ownership of projects on a case-by-case basis. Th at would involve coming up with a list of potential donor benefi ts, including permanent 
name recognition (name/logo on a plaque or something, worked into benches, pavement, etc) and sponsorship of any potential events 
in the area, including fund raisers or general community event adopt this plan to ensure that future investment and development within 
Downtown Euclid supports the recommendations set forth in this planning process.

Obtain approval from NOACA so that the City of LAkewood can compete at the regional levels for capital through NOACA’s required 
transportation investment process.

Create a Special Improvement District to generate funds for improvements to the commercial districts and public realm.

Engage in detailed engineering and design to initiate the phased development of infrastructure improvements.

Market the plan and recommendations to the community and potential investors to gain support and encourage investment and 
development to occur.

Funding Menu   “Finding the Worms”
Th e main strategy to win implementation funding is to take a multiple 
pronged eff ort based on an overaching Healthy Living Agenda. Th is shapes 
up to include funding streams for safe transportation choices, ecological 
health, economic health, social health, and personal health. 
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Birdtown Madison
Project Study Area 

Madsion West Gateway 

Madison Park

Madsion East Gateway 
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Project Study Area - Arial 

Birdtown Madison

W117

Madsion East Gateway 

GrafTech
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Madison Park

Madison Park
North Parking Lot

Madison Park
South Parking Lot

Lake Erie Screw Factory RTA Tracks

Madison Park Gateway
Church Square

Madison Avenue

Grace Lutheran St. Gregory Hall

Harrison Elementary
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Birdtown Madison
West Sector Overview 

Madison Park-West Gateway District:
A natural gateway is formed by the location of the Lakewood Public Library, the 
Madison Park Recreation Center, and Madison Park itself as one approaches the 
neighborhood on the avenue from the West.  Here is a natural opportunity to 
make an arrival statement that announces the Madison Park District and its civic 
ammenities.

Madison Park Improvements:
Madison Park is a well-used and beloved community asset.  Park improvements 
for effi  ciency, usability, and aesthetics will benefi t the community and turn the 
park into a regional attraction.



West 117th Gateway

Graf Tech

Church Square

West 117th
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East Sector Overview 

Birdtown MadisonChuch Square-Birdtown Gateway District:
Centrally located, the district that we’ve dubbed Church Square- Birdtown Gateway is at the 
confl uence of several neighborhoods and sacred landmarks.  Th is collection of historic buildings 
deserves a special treatment that builds on and enhances the existing environment and creates a 
neighborhood focal point.

West 117th Street Gateway District:
Th e intersection of Madison Avenue with West 117th Street  provides some challenges 
in terms of functionality and design, but it also off ers tremendous connections to the 
region via mass transit and a canvas for big, bold, and beautiful design interventions. Its 
a wonderful Lakewood gateway opportunity.
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Birdtown Madison
West Sector Overview 

Madison Park - West Gateway District Chuch Square - Birdtown Gateway District
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East Sector Overview 

Birdtown Madison

West 117th Street Gateway District

Madison Streetscape
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Birdtown Madison
Pedestrian Improvements Overview

Successful streetscapes consist of coordinated design elements. Common 
themes of texture, imagery and form are treaded through each element to 
tie together a rich street ensemble. All elements are fashioned with the goals 
established through the neighborhood design process; to create a safer, more 
beautiful and enjoyable streetscape. Comfortable places to sit, safe places to 
wait for transit, parks for various play and of course simply biking or strolling 
the neighborhood are supported by the following streetscape amenities.

• Crosswalks -- clearly marked  zones for safer crossings, and textured for 
traffi c calming

• Bicycle Amenities -- shelters, racks and safe bicycle conditions are important to 
support the wide spectrum of cyclists in the nieghborhood.

• Sidewalk Treatments -- clearly defi ne pedestrian zones articulated with 
artful moments. 

• Public Seating -- pausing to enjoy the street is to be satisfi ed by various seating 
opportunities.T

• Trash Receptacles -- for cleanliness of the street with an ecological 
component

• Street Lighting -- safe illumination of the street with poetic fi xtures.
• Wayfi nding Signage -- important for safe neighborhood orientation but also for 

reinforcing the identity of Birdtown.
• Planted Medians -- for ecological beautification but also provide a safe refuge point 

in the street.
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Birdtown Madison
Pedestrian Improvements Overview
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Birdtown Madison 
District Identity 

Neighborhood Identity
Th e Birdtown-East Madison Avenue neighborhood has a strong 
inherent  identity provided by the tight fabric of the neighborhood, the 
many beautiful churches, Madison Park, and other local landmarks.  
However, apart from the ‘avian’ naming of the streets, there is no 
single identity element that might provide cohesion and help bring 
the district together as a place.

Th e adoption of a strong “bird-centric” identity element is proposed to 
symbolize the neighborhood and to to tie all of its amazing amenities 
together. We believe that this “branding” can be accomplished in very 
cost-eff ective ways.

Based on in-depth study  of the neighborhood, its architecture, and 
history, and with abundant input from residents, business-owners, 
and stakeholders, the design team evolved a series of very simple yet 
beautiful identity options.  Intended to capitalize on the Birdtown 
name , yet not detract from the architecure and colors of the district, 
these identity options can be incorporated into wayfi nding signs, street 
signs, and storefront windows to bolster the sense of continuity and 
a unique sense of place found in the Birdtown-East Madison Avenue 
neighborhood.

Signage and Wayfi nding
Street signs provide a simple, functional opportunity to mark a 
neighborhood and signify it as a special place.  Signage in the Birdtown-
Madison district can not only direct people to the assets of the 
neighborhood, but also contribute to the cultural fabric, reinforcing a 
strong sense of identity.  Th e desgin team proposes simple armatures 
that can be used as brackets for existing street signs in the district, 
integrtating the proposed Birdtown identity images.  Wayfi nding 
signs will direct people to the neighborhood, act as gateways and 
trailblazers, and get people to their destinations in the district.
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Birdtown Madison 
District Identity Variations 
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Birdtown Madison 
District Identity  Banners

Banners
Th e collective eff ect of several banners lining the street will 
communicate that this is Birdtown.  Streetscape banners can be 
clipped on to existing posts and lighting fi xtures as an immediate 
fi rst step towards communicating identity. Th e length of 
Madison Avenue, around Madison Park, along the Screw Factory 
and throughout the residential birdtown neighborhood would 
make for great locations for these identity Banners.

Vertical Banners

Horizontal Banners
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Birdtown Madison 
    District Identity

WINDOW DECAL
Simple vinyl logo decal can be placed

on storefront windows of businesses to
show district membership / solidarity

FLAG-MOUNTED IDENTIFIER
Cut silhouette signs can be mounted

near business entries or at regular
intervals along district streets

FLAG-MOUNTED MEDALLION
Small medallion sign can be mounted

near business entries or at regular
intervals along district streets
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Birdtown Madison 
West Gateway at Grace Avenue
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Birdtown Madison 
West Gateway at Grace Avenue

West Madison Park Gateway
East Madison-Birdtown’s western gateway is centered on the 
intersection of Madison Avenue and Grace Avenue. Th is edge 
is defi nied by Madison Park, the Lakewood Public Library, 
Mahall’s Bowling and First Presbyterian Church. We propose 
improvements that will allow this area to be a gateway to the 
Birdtown area for Madison Avenue traffi  c as well as a northern 
entrance to Madison Park itself. 

• Signature paving textures will provide visual cues for the 
entrance to the district, as well as reminding drivers to slow 
down.

• A new pavilion at the intersection of Grace and Madison 
will provide shelter and further accentuate the focal point 
of the gateway

• New benches in front of the Recreation Center will allow 
the street frontage to be used socially to a greater extent.

• Additional tree plantings will create shade and a pleasant 
environment.

• Planted medians will diff erentiate the streetscape from the 
rest of Madison and showcase the district’s new signature 
streetlights.

• New public art will call attention to the park entrance and 
the library. 
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Birdtown Madison 
Aviary Pavilions 

Gateway Aviary Pavilions
A large sculptural pavilions would mark the West gateways of the 
Birdtown Madison District. Th is structure is designed to further 
identify Birdtown as an unique, artful and funky place. Playing on 
the Birdtown identity themes the steel construction playfully abstracts 
victorian aviaries to an urban scale. Illuminated at night, each aviary 
would be positioned as a beacon for the district; at the insection of 
Grace and Madison Park.  Th e Aviaries would be further enhanced 
as part of a larger public environment that accommodates seating, 
transit waiting and visual interest for passing pedestrians. Th ese 
structures would also be articulated as public place with seating and 
paving textures. 
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Library Installation 

Books in Flight
Th is playful sculpture would be located in 
front of the Lakewood Library. Metal books 
would be positioned in a balanced mobile 
give the impression of a fl ock of birds. Each 
book would be marked by an author who 
has written an important work with a bird 
theme. An outdoor reading area would be 
created beneath. 

Authors who have written with birds in 
mind:
• 
• Shelley’s Skylark. 
• Keats’s Nightingale.
• Poe’s Raven. 
• Dickinson’s Oriole. 
• Frost’s Oven Bird. 
• “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings”- 

Maya Angelou. 
• “Rime of the Ancient Mariner”- Samuel 

Taylor Coleridge. 
• “Are You My Mother?” P.D. Eastman. 

Richard Bach Th e Ugly Duckling. 
• “Th e Birds”- Daphne du Maurier 
• “Th e Wind-Up Bird Chronicle”- Haruki 

Murakami 
• “Th e Birds”= Aristophanes 

Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
District Identity Graphics 

Identity Etched in Concrete
Much of the built landscape in the East Madison-Birdtown district is 
comprised of concrete, including new and existing sidewalks, proposed 
seating walls, crosswalks and the pool area of Madison Park. Th e design team 
proposes an aff ordable and artful solution for building the identity of the 
district by etching and stamping imagery into the concrete. Durable sheet 
metal templates can be used again and again to etch reliefs into surfaces and 
to leave beautiful markings throughout the district. 

Some Possible Imagery:
• Silhouettes of various birds of the region
• Historic Patterns that recall the history of the street; textures and patterns 

found inside the many churches will provide inspiration.  
• Cultural idioms that cover the ethnic breadth of the neighborhoods 

current and historic hertitage.
• Educational images/messages that relate to Ecology or personal wellness.
• Recipes/messages for creating community.      
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Birdtown Madison 
District Identity Graphics 

Etched Concrete 
Some examples of treated exterior concrete. Idioms etched in various langauges
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Birdtown Madison 
Madison Park

Madison Park
1. Bio-swale Parking lots 
2. Library Sculpture Seating
3. Public Art Gateway 
4. Grace Paving
5. New Pavilions
6. Rec Center drop off  seating
7. Crescent Walk / seating wall
8. Curvy wall seating
9. Oak Grove
10. Community Gardens expanded
11. Planted Median
12. Ecological Landscape Buffer
13. Neighborhood Walkway Connector

Clarence Avenue

Halstead Avenue
Cohassett Avenue
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Existing Church

Playground

Tennis Courts

Baseball Diamond

Landscaped Buff er at Property Line

Private Residences

Private Residences

Landscaped Buff er at Property Line

Community Garden

Community Garden

Swimming Pools & Deck

New Pavilion

New Path Lighting
Proposed Future 
Pedestrian Path

Madison Park South Parking Lot 
[118 spaces]

1) Madison Park North Parking Lot 
[86 spaces, 4 ADA ]

Lakewood Public 
Library Madison 
Branch

Grace 
Lutheran 
Church

Lakewood 
Recreation 
Center

Public Art 
Location

Public Art 
Location

New Planted 
Median w/ 
Lighting

Mahall’s 
20 Lanes

New Pavilion

Madison Park
Madison Park is an existing cherished amenity that, 
with some thoughtful, functional, and artistic updates 
could provide a space that is much more beautiful, 
effi  cient, and attentive to the wants and needs of the 
community.  Assets of the park are too numerous to 
list.  Th e layout of the park could yield much more.  
Marked looped pathways through the park would 
create dedicated walking routes that could aid in fi tness 
and wellness programs.  Reclaimed space would allow 
for bird habitat, community education, and increased 
area for community gardens.  Th e addition of new and 
improved seating, lighting, and community gathering 
structures would turn the under-used face of the park 
from a random copse of trees to the community’s 
front yard.  Re-organization and re-engineering of the 
parking areas will correct existing drainage issue and 
reduce surface runoff  from the lot and park.
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Birdtown Madison 
Elements of Madison Park

A greener edge to the Madison Park. Planted Medians with bird-like light fi xture Plentiful seating opportunities throughout the park. These curvy benches are under the giant red oaks.

Framing of the giant red oaks with a seating wall and lighting fi xtures which up light the trees. Amenities for Bicycle parking throughout the park
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Garden Parking
The two existing parking lots will be redesigned with bioswale 
medians. Madison Park will be improved by the addition of  
these well illuminated parking gardens. A bioswale is a planted 
area which receives stormwater runoff  and allows it to be fi ltered 
through soil and plants rather than fl ooding immediately off  the 
site and overfl owing storm drains. 

A curving path from the parking area better connects to the pool. 
Curvy benchs are placed along the path under the red oaks.

Concrete sitting walls, sustainably harvested ipê wood, stainless 
steel and recycled plastics will form the materials palette for this 
area. 

Birdtown Madison
Bio-Swale Garden Parking 
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Birdtown Madison

Crescent Walk
Th e north and south Bio-Swale parking lots would connected by a crescent walk. Th is 
path will form a loop around the soccer fi eld, allowing pedestrians to pass through 
while games are being played and creating a place to run laps. A low wall would 
provide seating for the action on the feild or simply a place to pause.

Along the walk and the residential property lines will be Ecological plantings that 
would attact birds.

At the mid point of the walk there will be a neighborhood pass-through that would 
improve access to the park and connect to Harrison Elementary. Th is would be planted 
with trees, scrubs and benches that frame the path creating a mini-park to be enjoyed 
by the residents.  

A new pavilion would be placed at each end of the crescent walk. 

Crescent Walk
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Birdtown Madison 
Plant Palette 

Red Twig Dogwood Dwarf Arctic Blue Willow Northern Sea Oats Black-Eyed Susan Daylilly Iris

Honey Locust Hybrid Elm Blue Spruce ServiceberryBlack Gum

Streetscape Plant Palette 
Plants that tolerate urban conditions and provide food or habitat for birds.   

Recommendations and options for support of urban wildlife species.
As part of the Madison East Birdtown Strategic Plan, the brands of Birdtown as well as the ecology of the neighborhood were 
considered important design aspects as expressed by community members at the public meetings.  Throughout the district, ecological 
environments were enhanced and some areas received deliberate interventions as part of the overall design intent. Many of these 
interventions not only provided habitat for wildlife but also had the dual purpose of storm water retention.
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Birdtown Madison 
Planting Opportunities 

Mini Swales
Smaller Bio-swales can be placed throughout the district. Storm water off  of Madison 
Avenue can be collected and fi ltered by these bio-swales. Drought resistant plantings 
would yeild a strong textured moment the enhance the streetscape.   

Green Bookends
Th e planting median for both the West and East Gateway 
would be raised to help defl ect salt spray to better protect 
the plants. Th ese medians act as green bookends for the 
Birdtown neighborhood. 

Eco-Fence 
The East and West edges of Madison Park to be planted with 
plants that attract birds and butterfl ies. 
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Madison Park 
Giant Oak Grove 

Giant Oak Grove
Several giant trees front the North edge of the park. Th ese great Oaks should be 
framed into a grove and uplit for an inviting safe nightscape. Th e edges along 
the poolhhouse should be hardscaped with a seating wall. Th e parking lot edge 
should be lined with light posts. By articulating both of these edges with seating  
and lighting, a distinct and reverent frame of these great trees becomes clear.

• Uplighting of the trees, and down lighting of the pathes
• A curving walkway is thread through the groove connecting the parking to 

the pool house.
• A continues seating wall along the pool house provides lots of seating 

opportunities and acts as a collar for native plantings  of trees and shrubs
• Playful wavy benches provide seating under the giant Oaks
• A community Pavilion is perched in the frame for for viewing sports activites
• Bicycle shelters and racks line the edge to provide plenty of bicycle parking.
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Birdtown Madison 
Community Garden 

Expanded Gardens and Sculptural Fence
Community gardening is growing activity in Madison Park. To support and celebrate 
further this great community building activity, a beautiful fence should enclose the 
meticulous garden plots. A soft wavy design would echo the wavy concrete patterns 
and benches found throughout the park. A shared tool shed could also be incorporated. 
Th e garden itself should continue arcing along the home run fence. A taller fence may 
be needed for containing baseballs but also for allowing vines to grow up the chain 
link wall. 

Expanded
Community 
Gardens
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Birdtown Madison 
Bicycle Amenities 

Bicycle Amenities 
The benefi ts of  bicycling are far reaching. Consider it a barometer for the health of  a neighborhood. It is not only the health of  the 
individual but the feeling and perception of  comfort and safety the neighborhood possesses. Safe cycling conditions equals better place 
to live and be. It is an imperative to support cycling activities with safe routes and amenities. 
Cyclists of  all ages and skill levels can be seen criss-crossing and traversing Madison Avenue. Cars fl ow at 25MPH,  making it a 
comfortable commuter route.  Peloton racers from Spin Cyclery dash past. The novice bike rider can be seen navigating the sidewalks, 
or a group of  friends on their way to the Beer Engine. The bicycles are there, bicycle amenities are not. There is a paucity of  bike racks 
and places to lock a large number of  bikes. The problem is district wide particularly at Madison Park where large numbers of  bikes 
gather. Madison Avenue is primed for a more bike friendly designation City wide.

Bicycle Parking Areas
Mass parking for bikes can quickly become a cluttered situation. We have explored arrangements that aim to create large quantity bicycle 
parking areas. The design criteria includes a lockable structure, in some instances a dry shelter, a place to sit to gather ones self  before 
pedalling off, additional lighting, aesthetic interest that builds on the Identity of  Birdtown.
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Birdtown Madison 
Sculptural Bicycle Installations 

Sculptural Bicycle Racks
Madison Park would be the ideal 
location for these larger bicycle 
racks. Th ey recall a heritage of metal 
forging and decorative wrought 
iron. Th ese racks hold several 
bicycles in a radial array. Other 
elements could include seating 
walls, lighting for night safty and 
landscaping.
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Birdtown Madison
Church Square-Birdtown Gateway District

Church Square - Birdtown Gateway District:
Located at the intersection of Quail and Madison at the crest of a small rise, this area has the potential to be the focal point of the 
Birdtown Madison neighborhood. We propose to articulate it as such with signature paving materials and patterns to emphasize points 
of cultural importance in the area. Th ree angled squares call out important places: one at SS. Peter and Paul Orthodox Church, one at 
SS. Cyril and Methodius Church, and the main one at the intersection of Quail and Madison. By extending beyond the street and into 
the pedestrian realm on all sides, this square aesthetically brings the two edges of the streetscape together and establishes a tdistinct node. 
It reinforces this by creating a niche for seating and public art on the north side of the street. Businesses, churches, residents and schools 
stand to benefi t from the establishment of this public space at the heart of Birdtown.
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Birdtown Madison 

Church Square- Birdtown Gateway
Like the side street crosswalks, the intersection of Quail and 
Madison can benefi t from re-paving. Again, the masonry of the 
surrounding architecture infl uences the texture and material of the 
brick pavers. Th e angled square shape at this intersection extends 
across the north sidewalk and establishes a “niche” which can 
accommodate public art and benches and establish Church Square 
as a neighborhood locus and stopping point. Th is motif reappears 
in a smaller form at other important churches and intersections, 
establishing cohesion within the area but maintaining the primacy 
of this public space.

Church Square-Birdtown Gateway District
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Birdtown Madison 
Wide Streetscape Improvements

Wide Streetscape Improvements 
Madison Avenue’s wide sidewalks provide opportunities beyond 
outdoor patios. At present, the sidewalks feel unnecessarily wide, 
causing the space to feel large and empty. Variations in paving, 
street furniture, tree plantings, and signature street lighting can 
make the sidewalk feel more inviting and add elements of human 
scale. Th e benefi ts from these improvements will be maximized 
in tandem with city-backed fi nancial incentives to improve the 
streetfronts of Madison Avenue’s commercial buildings.



Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
Outdoor Cafe Seating 

Outdoor Dining Zones
Th e width of sidewalks at certain parts of Madison creates a 
valuable opportunity for outdoor dining. It is recommended 
that the City of Lakewood establish “outdoor dining zones” to 
encourage businesses to expand their street presence by creating 
patios and other outdoor spaces. Th e city can establish guidelines 
for the design of such spaces and provide fi nancial incentives for 
business owners to make such moves. Placing commerce and 
human activity front and center establishes the street fi rmly as a 
public space for people.      
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Birdtown Madison 
East Gateway at W117
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East Gateway at W117
Birdtown Madison 

East Gateway at West 117th Street
Birdtown-East Madison’s eastern gateway is located at the intersection of 
Madison Avenue and West 117th Street, bordering the City of Cleveland and 
a major regional RTA trasnsportation facility.  Also occupying this Southeast 
corner of the city is Graphtech, a large research and manufacturaing facilty 
whose buildings create a handsome backdrop to the streetscape on the South 
side.  

Challenges at this intersection include limited views up and an uninteresting 
walk to the transit station, as well as a northern streetscape composed mostly 
of suburban-style development with vast expansions of parking against the 
street and a variety of buildings set well back from the typical urban street 
fabric found throughout the rest of the neighborhood.

Th ese challenges present the perfect opportunity to make bold, impactful 
statements that both announce the neighborhood and improve the experience 
of travelling through this atypical (for the neighborhood) district experience, 
pulling vistiors in and letting pedestrians on their way to the transit station 
have a pleasant and enjoyable experience.

Th e roadway through this area is wide enough to allow for a planted median 
to add a sense of scale to the space and to soften the fell of the vast expanses 
of pavement that domin ate this portion of the streetscape.  Abundant land 
near the intersection itself is a place to mark the neighborhood with iconic 
public art, and the space can also be utilized to open up the view to the 
transit station situated across West 117th Street.

The eastern edge of Birdtown presents several design challenges. Th e dense urban fabric that characterizes Birdtown ends some distance west of the 117th 
intersection, but it is imperative to announce the Birdtown neighborhood. Signature design elements from the heart of Birdtown have been pulled into the 
West 117th streetscape design; the planted medians with the signature streetlights echo the western edge of the neighborhood, and the signature paving 
materials and patterns are the same as the ones used at Church Square and at the western gateway. Th e scale of the buildings and streets in this area dwarfs 
the pedestrian and makes it unpleasant to walk between Birdtown and the RTA station. A planted median brings greenery into the area and allows the street 
to feel less enormous, while attention paid to sidewalk treatments and pavement detailing can go a long way to making the pedestrian feel at home. Future 
cooperation with GrafTech Enterprises could create opportunities to further improve conditions for pedestrians along its frontage on Madison.
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Birdtown Madison 
East Gateway Variations  

Aviary Pavilions
Th ere are many variations that 
would make for a compelling 
gateway. Th ey would all aim to 
combine the following; strong 
lighting, sculptural pavillion, 
interesting paving, seating 
wall, benches, and curb edge 
bollards.Th e design intent is 
for a memorable beautiful 
gateway entry into the Birdtown 
neighborhood. Also, it aims to 
be a place that people can enjoy 
on foot and not just passing by 
in the car.
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Birdtown Madison 

East Gateway Aviary Pavilions
Playing on the Birdtown themes the steel construction playfully abstracts victorian aviaries to an 
towering 16’ urban scale. Illuminated at night, the two aviaries would be positioned as a gateway 
beacon for the Eastern edge of the district. Th e Aviaries would be integrated into a larger public 
environment that accommodates seating, perhaps transit waiting and visual interest for the passing 
pedestrian. Th ese structures mark a public place for seating and gathering. Th ey should be boldly 
articulated with colorful lighting and paving textures. 
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Birdtown Madison 
Amenities 

• Transit 
• Gateways
• Bike Racks
• Benches and public seating areas
• Outdoor Dining
• Streetscape Lighting
• Trash Cans
• Iconic Sculptural Public Art
• Cross walks and Streetscape Paving
• Landscaping: parking bio swales

Streetscape Amenities 
Great streets have many elements that tie them together.  Th e character 
and architecture of Madison begin to create a great street, but the 
details are lacking.  A repetition of style or form would begin to defi ne 
the district as a special place.  Simple elements like benches and refuse 
cans, can be artfully created to serve a functional purpose and at the 
same time enhance the identity of the neighborhood, instilling a sense 
of pride in residents and wonder in passers-though. 

Transit Waiting Environment
Public transportation is of critical importance to the neighborhoods 
at the east end of Madison Avenue.  Th e RTA’s #25 bus connects the 
Birdtown area with the rest of Madison Avenue as well as Fairview 
Park. In spite of this, transit waiting environments in Birdtown are 
inconsistent at best. Many of the bus stops are poorly marked and 
provide no shelter, while the one bus shelter is of RTA’s standard plain 
glass box type.  A new design for the bus shelter, such as the one seen 
at right, could take cues from the area’s historic architecture while 
working with other streetscape improvements to form a cohesive and 
complete neighborhood identity.
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              Transit Amenities 

Birdtown Bus Shelter
Th is bus shelter is a custom design composed 
of standard components. Its peaked roof and 
pointed arches recall the churches of the area, 
while its materials palette is contemporary and 
easily available. Th e Birdtown identity graphic is 
incorporated into the design as laser-cut stainless 
steel. Th e bench itself is made of standard teak 
slats on steel supports, creating a contrast between 
the warm, organic wood of the seating surface and 
the stainless steel of the structure itself. Deployed 
at Church Square, this shelter forms an important 
part of the central node’s streetscape identity.

Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
Crosswalks Gateways 

Birdtown Street Crosswalk Gateways 
Th e current condition of Madison Avenue and the side streets 
provides an opportunity for a resurfacing that contributes to the 
neighborhood’s identity. Th e use of brick pavers in the crosswalks 
can refl ect the brick architecture of the area as well as provide a 
textural traffi  c calming device. Names of streets inlaid into the 
crosswalks can reinforce the ‘Birdtown’ theme as well as acting as 
small gateways from the Madison Avenue commercial area to the 
Birdtown residential neighborhood.eaque nimendi tesenis ad ullut 
reperum quaestem eius doluptatium veles illignates veriberrore 
volupta volorepro berferunt.
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Crosswalks Gateways 

Crosswalk Gateways
Brick pavers on the crosswalks will provide continuity in the pedestrian environment as well as providing a tactile reminder for drivers that 
they are entering an area with heavy foot traffi  c. Inlaying the names of streets into the crosswalks themselves will reinforce the Birdtown 
identity as well as improving wayfi nding for pedestrians. Th ese three options represent diff erent paving patterns which can articulate a full 

Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
Infi ll Paving Patterns 
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Infi ll Paving Patterns 

Infi ll Paving Patterns
Th e existing brick pavers on certain portions of the Madison Avenue sidewalk are in poor condition and should be replaced with something more dynamic and 
vibrant. Inspired by the European tradition of intricate brick paving patterns in pedestrian areas, these six example patterns were devised using combinations 
of standard colors and sizes. When a fi nal selection is made, it will be deployed all along Madison Avenue at tree grates, medians and crosswalks.

Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
Historic Street Lights 

Historic Street Lights
Th ese streetlight designs are inspired by a similar 
design which was once used in Cleveland’s historic 
Wade Park neighborhood. Th e curve of the boom 
recalls a bird in fl ight, and the overall aesthetic of the 
fi xture strikes a balance between the contemporary 
and the historic. Th ree diff erent variations are 
designed for use on planted medians, wide sidewalks, 
and narrow sidewalks. 

Existing Traffi c Movements Maintained Existing Traffi c Movements Maintained Existing Traffi c Movements Maintained
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Historic Street Lights
Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
Streetscape Treatments 

Typical Sidewalk Improvements
Th e current condition of sidewalks in 
Birdtown are a liability. For the most part 
they are worn out, uneven and broken. A 
patch work of brick patterning fails to create 
a coherent look.Th e hazards are many. At 
the narrower sections of Madison Avenue’s 
sidewalks, improvements can establish 
continuity with the rest of the district. Th e 
existing monochrome brick pavers can be 
replaced with a more visually interesting 
pattern echoing the ones deployed in other 
locations, whether at the crosswalks, Church 
Square or at the wider sidewalk points further 
down the street. Inspiration for these patterns 
can come from the old city centers of Eastern 
Europe, refl ecting the Polish, Czech, Slovak 
and Ukrainian heritage of much of the area. 
Again, deployment of signature materials and 
patterns in these locations can tie the entire 
study area together. 
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Streetscape Treatments  

Eco-Trash Bin
Th is planted trash bin is an opportunity to make an aesthetic statement out of something that would otherwise 
be considered an ugly necessity. By surrounding the actual trash receptacle with an outer trellis and allowing ivy 
to grow on it, it is possible to distribute the greenery of the park all across the study area. Unlike any other trash 
cans, these could be thought of fi rst and foremost as aesthetic elements, while being thought of as trash cans only 
when needed. Organic waste could possibly be composted and used to fertilize the ivy in the future.

Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
Sculptural Bicycle Racks

Sculptural Bicycle Racks
Individual bike racks can be positioned throughout the district. The design should be intune with the identity of  the 
neighborhood. Sturdy, artfully designed, and playful. The racks should be grouped in twos or threes aligned along 
Madison Avnue to support the retail shops and cafes. The major destinations of  the neighborhood; the Public Library, 
Madison Park, the Elmentary School will require 5-8 aligned rack. 
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Sculptural Bicycle Racks

Birdtown Bike Rack
Th is bike rack reinforces the Birdtown graphic identity with a laser-cut bird silhouette. 
Constructed of stainless steel bar, the arc of each rack provides ample room to secure one or 
more bikes. Th ese will be securely bolted to the ground and can be built by tradespeople in 
Cuyahoga County.

Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
Seating and Bench Design 

Curvy Bench
Th is streetscape bench brings the teak slat seating from the transit 
station and reinterprets it in a freestanding piece. Its sinusoidal 
curve echoes the shape of the streetlights, while its construction is 
simple, practical and minimal. Th e color palette of cast stone and 
teak works well with the range of brick pavers with which it will 
be paired, and there is an opportunity to incorporate the graphic 
identity of the neighborhood in the form of a bird outline cut out 
of the slats. Th e slatted construction allows this bench to shed 
water quickly and dry out soon after a rain.
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Seating and Bench Design 
Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 
Seating and Bench Design 

Seating Amenities
Opportunities for seating will be located through out the district. 
Key locations for outdoor furniture include the Madison Park 
Gateway area and around the crescent path in the park. Th e 
materials palette will change from historical stone and wood to a 
more contemporary metal and recycled plastic aesthetic, but the 
sine-wave curves of the benches will unify the designs.

Special Seating Areas:
•  Madison Park Giant Tree Grove
• Church Square
• W. 117th Gateway
• Pool House Front

Recycled Plastics
Variations on the curvy bench are show below in recycled 
polycarbonate.    

Seating Planter
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Seating Planter 

Seater Planter
Raised plantings on the sidewalks of Madison will be accommodated by these combination 
bench/planters. Continuing the standard teak slats from the bus shelters and the curving 
benches, this solid concrete bench can hold ground-cover plants, fl owers, and small shrubs. 
Th e concrete, teak, and laser cut stainless steel bird logo refl ect the materials on the benches 
and bike racks in the master plan area.

Birdtown Madison 
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Street Section Overview 
Th e Gateway Sections  -- Planted Medians
Th ere are several opportunities for special street sections along Madison 
Avenue. On the East and West ends we show a center planted median which 
reduces the more than ample roadway to improve crossing for pedestrians 
as well as calming traffi  c. Th is median confi guration creates an important 
physical gateway condition missing in the defi nition of Birdtown. 

Th e Middle Sections  
Church Square -- Birdtown Gateways
Th e Madison roadway narrows after the gateway medians. Th ese sections 
vary as well from very wide sidewalks to very tight sidewalk conditions.

Outdoor Dining Zones
Th e Madison roadway wides tremendously along the north sidewalk between 
Coutant and Dowd. Th e Winchester and other popular Sports Bars line this 
section but have not taken advantage of the generous sidewalk available.. 
Th ese sections vary as well from very wide sidewalks to very tight sidewalk 
conditions.  

Planted Median -- West 117 Gateway

Church Square -- Sidewalks vary

Birdtown Madison 

Outdoor Dining Zone

Planted Median -- West Gateway Madison Park

Street Section Overview
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Street Section between aterbury and Cohassett

Street Section -- West Gateway Madison Park

Birdtown Madison 
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Birdtown Madison 

Street Section -- W117 Gateway 

Madison Avenue Street Section -- W117 to Coutant

Existing Traffi c Movements Maintained



Birdtown Madison 
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Street Section -- Church Square 

        Madsion Avenue Street Section -- Coutant thru Dowd

Existing Traffi c Movements Maintained
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Birdtown Madison 
Street Section between Ridgewood and Cohassett   

Street Section -- Church Square 

Existing Traffi c Movements Maintained



Birdtown Madison 
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Street Section -- Madison Park Gateway

Madison Avenue Street Section -- Halstead to Clarence
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Birdtown Madison 
Potential Infi ll Madsion Park West Gateway

Potential infi ll development project guidelines and conceptual renderings for future phases.
As part of the Madison East Birdtown Strategic Plan, infi ll development ultimately became second to creating an overall unifying design.  Th e main 
reason for this is the fact that the project scope area is densely populated with existing offi  ce and retail uses.  Th ere are also a large number of permanent 
uses along the street such as the Saints Peter & Paul Orthodox Church, the Lakewood Library or Lakewood Senior Center East.  Where there are some 
infi ll opportunities, these interventions would most likely result from the demolition of existing structures whose properties do not help contribute 
to a unifi ed street edge or are underutilized. An example would be either the Budget Truck Rental parcel or the Hertz Car rental parcel. While both 
businesses are vital to everyday business, their particular use does not contribute to making Madison Avenue a pedestrian friendly environment.
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W117 East Gateway

Potential infi ll development project guidelines and conceptual renderings for 
future phases.

Potential Infi ll Development Guidelines:
• Strengthen the street edge
• Building footprint setback allowance for adequate potential outdoor seating
• Environmentally sensitive construction
• Rear parking confi gurations to facilitate a more pedestrian friendly front façade/
entry space
• Building style and materiality respectful of Birdtown District
• Rear Service dock/access
• Infi ll Development should be mixed use if possible, being either offi  ce over retail 
or residential over retail.
• Building Hierarchy should be multi-story closest to W117th Street.
• All new infi ll development opportunities should embrace the Birdtown 
Branding and incorporate district-wide signage, graphics and streetscape elements so as 
to strengthen the district identity.
• Encourage storefront designs and uses that expand on extending nightlife and 
activity.
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LEED Neighborhood Study 

Appendix Data
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LEED Neighborhood Study
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Existing Conditions Analysis
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Existing Conditions Analysis
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Bicycling Conditions

X

Existing Conditions Analysis
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Bicycle Conditions
Madison Avenue has been rated by NOACA as “suitable only for 
experienced cyclists.” Th is is a problem in a community which 
stands to benefi t signifi cantly from the availability of a safe bicycle 
commuting option. At present, bike racks at Harrison Elementary 
are typically full during school hours, generally representing 
students riding to school from within the Birdtown area and 
not having to deal with Madison Avenue traffi  c. Automobiles 
account for nearly 25% of household spending among low” to 
middle”income families, and better cycling infrastructure can off er 
many families the option of living comfortably without a car or 
with fewer cars. Madison Avenue itself sees relatively little bicycle 
traffi  c. Over 3 hours on a pleasant day in September, 36 cyclists 
were counted in the target area. In a public design charrette, the 
nearly unanimous opinion was that Madison is among the least 
desireable routes for cycling east”west in Lakewood. Traffi  c volume, 
safety and road condition were among the primary reasons cited 
for this. Th e pavement along much of Madison Avenue has enough 
rough spots and potholes to create a signifi cant hazard for even an 
experienced cyclist. On-street parking creates the hazard of being 
hit by opening doors while riding, and diagonal parking on the 
south side of the street at Madison Park creates an even greater 
risk of a motorist backing out of a spot and being unable to see an 
oncoming cyclist.
 Th e incentive to use a bike-friendly Madison Avenue would 
be great. With access to the west side of Cleveland and public 
transportation at one end and the Rocky River Reservation at the 
other, Madison could become a major artery for cyclists, both for 
recreation and commuting. Studies have shown that cyclists are 
much more likely than motorists to go out of their way to explore 
storefronts that they pass by, equaling a boost in patronage for 
retailers on a bike”friendly Madison. Establishments such as the 
Buckeye Beer Engine have been proactive in this direction already; 
the Beer Engine has installed ten bike racks in front of its property 
and as a result of this demonstration of its respect for cycling, all 
ten are often full.

Bike parking and lane study through target corridor area.

As part of the Madison East Birdtown Strategic Plan, bicyclists were very vocal about wanting to include areas to store bicycles as well as ways to get 
through the neighborhood safely. The design team conducted a group ride of 30 residents riding the entire length of Madison and particular the study 
area in order to have an accurate and personal understanding of the road conditions as it impacts the bicyclist. Concepts for unique bicycle stations and 
parking are incorporated into the neighborhood design and have a reinforcing relationship to the overall brand of Birdtown. 
To improve the biking condition of Madison Avenue propose the use of Shared Use Arrows (sharrows) which are road markings placed in regular 
traffi c lanes, away from parked cars. Studies have shown that they are an effective way to provide a safer environment for cyclists and drivers to co-
exist. They indicate where it’s safe for bikes to ride, promoting awareness for both drivers and cyclists. Safer roads will encourage people to ride bikes 
more often. 
Bikeway Sharrows on Madison should be placed 11’ from the outside curb parking lane through out the district. Painted 40” wide, placed around 
every intersection or as frequently as possible (every 100’). Existing roadway confi guration will remain the same.
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Bicycling
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The follow road raod confi gurations are adopted by the City of Chicago. 

Roadway confi guration to remain unchanged
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Regional Bikeway Map
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Birdtown Madison 
District Identity - Archtectural Details

Exquisite Architecture of the Birdtown
Th e existing architecture of the area provides 
limitless design inspiration. Patterns of all sorts 
show up in the masonry walls and tile roofs of 
historic churches and onion domes create graceful 
curving silhouettes. Carving on religious statuary 
and period light fi xtures provides further formal 
inspiration for the area’s branding and identity.
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Architectural Details
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Signage of the Neighborhood 
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Tree Inventory 

Birdtown Madison 
Tree Inventory 
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Birdtown Madison 
Public Meetings 

Meeting with City Planning Staff prior to meeting with 
Stakeholders.

Design Team Response:
The Madison East Birdtown Strategic Plan a partnership between The 
City of Lakewood and the Design Team. In order to guarantee that the 
fi nal product was to be suitable to the client, continuous conversations as 
well as informal team meetings took place throughout the project. While 
the fi nal deliverables and the entire project were presented to both the 
Planning Commission and the Architectural Review Board at later dates, 
these early meetings helped defi ne the direction the Client (City) wanted 
to see the project evolve in order for them to be able to use the project as 
part of their Strategic Citywide Plan.

Meeting with Stakeholders and Advisory Committee.

Design Team Response:
Once the initial design concepts and booklet were complete, the Design 
Team presented to the Stakeholders in a public meeting showing the 
completion of the project and the body of work. The meeting was held 
Oct. 20, 2010.

Meeting with City of Lakewood Architectural Review Board.

Design Team Response:
The Design Team presented the completed project for the Birdtown 
Streetscape to the Architectural Review Board. The committee made a 
motion to endorse and support the project. All in attendance voted yea. 
The meeting was held May 5, 2011.


